Welcome to Rice!

Educational Technology Services

Fall 2023

Learning Environments (LE) offers resources to help you learn how to use teaching tools as well as multimedia and audio/visual equipment in classrooms and teaching studios. We are here to support your use of technology to accomplish your pedagogical goals.

Teaching and Scholarly Learning

Canvas: learning management system (LMS)
Kaltura: digital media sharing
Zoom: video conferencing

Visit our LE web site for a list of supported tools.

Fondren Library provides access to several video streaming services and OIT provides media digitization in limited cases. Due to the transient nature of streaming film licenses, films must be requested each semester. For more visit the Streaming Video Information page.

Training (live workshops, one-on-ones, and documentation) for tools such as Canvas, Kaltura, and Gradescope, and support for faculty’s pedagogical goals with technology including Accessibility, Collaboration, Participation, and more can be found in the Training Center.

Digital Accessibility

Everyone at Rice must work to create digital experiences that are free from barriers and inclusive for all.

Learning Environments strives to facilitate more inclusive digital experiences through collaboration, education, and advocacy.

The TechTA program trains and manages Rice student employees to assist instructors with using Zoom, classroom equipment, Canvas, and other instructional tools. For more information and to request a TechTA, visit the TechTA Program page.

To request a training session for a classroom space scheduled by the Office of the Registrar (OTF), contact the Learning Spaces team at teaching@rice.edu.

Updates/News:

Email teaching@rice.edu to subscribe to the monthly newsletter for instructors.
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